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Inflation…Covid…Taper…Oh My!

Market Review

The 2 to 10-year yield curve flattened during Q4. Most of the move was seen in the 
2-year Treasury, which moved from 27 basis points at the end of Q3 to 73 basis points 
by year end. October and November were down months for returns and December 
produced a year-end rally. For the quarter, the longer duration Bloomberg Barclays 
US Aggregate Bond Index was up 1 basis point. The Bloomberg Barclays Intermediate 
Corporate Total Return Index was down 56 basis points. 

Here are the main headlines as we closed the year:

 � Transitory Inflation: On November 30th, Fed chair Powell removed the 
word “transitory” in his description of inflation. 2-year rates were lower on 
Dec 1st, but then begin a steady move higher into the end of the year.  The 
10-year bond also rallied on December first, and moved mostly sideways 
during the month. The yield curve flattened.

 � Covid: The new Omicron variant began to spread in US. Its infectious rate 
appears higher than Delta, but not as severe in nature. The rate market 
remains focused on the Fed while stocks experienced increased volatility. 
Buyers still appeared to be willing to invest at lower rates.

 � Taper and Rate Hikes: The Fed started to message that they will taper 
bond purchases by the end of March and begin a series of rate hikes.

 � Producer Price Index (PPI) and Consumer Price Index (CPI): On Decem-
ber 10th, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) came in at 6.8% year over year, 
which is the fastest pace since 1982 according to the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics (BLS). On December 14th, the Producer Price Index (PPI) came in at 
9.60% year over year, which is the largest 12-month gain since 2010 (which 
is also the first year the BLS kept 12-month statistics).

Fourth Quarter Performance Highlights
 � Duration remained right around the benchmark at 4 years. Liquidity remained 

and bonds were being called during the quarter, which added some buffer to 
the rising yields in the 2-year area of the yield curve.

 � Materials and Consumer Discretionary were the sector leaders. Information 
Technology was the largest underperformer in the quarter as both semicon-
ductors and software lagged.

 � Our holding in an American auto company was the best performer in the Con-
sumer Discretionary sector. Bonds issued in the early stages of the pandemic 
at 8.5% in 2023 and 9% in 2025 were both tendered and the balances called at 
what we considered to be attractive levels.

 � In Materials, our position in a mining company was upgraded by Moody’s to 
Baa3. It was a position we started to accumulate in Q1 as we believed the in-
crease in commodity prices was just beginning. Our view was confirmed year 
end by the upgrade. We expect other commodity companies we own to be 
upgraded in 2022 as well.

 � Our positions in a cloud computing company and a computer software compa-
ny were laggards during the quarter. The cloud computing company became a 
renewed target of private equity. The computer software company made a bid 
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is no guarantee of the future performance of any Clark Capital investments 
portfolio. Material presented has been derived from sources considered to be 
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed. Nothing 
herein should be construed as a solicitation, recommendation or an offer to 
buy, sell or hold any securities, other investments or to adopt any invest-
ment strategy or strategies. For educational use only. This information is not 
intended to serve as investment advice. This material is not intended to be 
relied upon as a forecast or research. Investors must make their own decisions 
based on their specific investment objectives and financial circumstances. Past 
performance does not guarantee future results. 

This document may contain certain information that constitutes forward-look-
ing statements which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminol-
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statements cannot be guaranteed. No assurance, representation, or warranty 
is made by any person that any of Clark Capital’s assumptions, expectations, 
objectives, and/or goals will be achieved. Nothing contained in this document 
may be relied upon as a guarantee, promise, assurance, or representation as 
to the future.

The volatility (beta) of a client’s portfolio may be greater or less than its respec-
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Index returns include the reinvestment of income and dividends. The returns 
for these unmanaged indexes do not include any transaction costs, manage-
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Fixed income securities are subject to certain risks including, but not limited 
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a bond for redemption before it matures), and extension (principal repayments 
may not occur as quickly as anticipated, causing the expected maturity of a 
security to increase). 

The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship 
benchmark that measures the investment grade, US dollar-denominated, 
fixed-rate taxable bond market. The index includes Treasuries, government-
related and corporate securities, MBS (agency fixed-rate pass-throughs), ABS 
and CMBS (agency and non-agency).

The Bloomberg Barclays US Intermediate Corporate Bond Index measures 
the investment grade, fixed-rate, taxable corporate bond market. It includes 
USD-denominated securities publicly issued by US and non-US industrial, 
utility and financial issuers that have between 1 and up to, but not including, 10 
years to maturity.

The Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond Index measures the investment 
grade, fixed-rate, taxable corporate bond market. It includes USD-denominat-
ed securities publicly issued by US and non-US industrial, utility and financial 
issuers.

Ba2/BB are rating designations used by the top three credit rating agencies 
for a credit issue or an issuer of credit that signify higher degrees of default 
risk on their rating spectrums. Moody’s Investors Service uses Ba2, while S&P 
Global Ratings and Fitch Ratings use BB.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) measures the change in prices paid by con-
sumers for goods and services. The CPI reflects spending patterns for each 
of two population groups: all urban consumers and urban wage earners and 
clerical workers.

Clark Capital Management Group, Inc. is an investment adviser registered with 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Registration does not imply a 
certain level of skill or training. More information about Clark Capital’s advisory 
services and fees can be found in its Form ADV which is available upon 
request. CCM-508

for Cerner in the Healthcare field. Both news events 
were viewed negatively, and spreads widened.

Positioning and Outlook

Is it possible that the Fed has badly misplayed its hand on 
inflation? That is the burning question. Based on their sud-
den shift to drop the term “transitory,” and given the CPI and 
PPI numbers that followed, clearly something has changed.

We believe we are well-positioned in the Energy and Ma-
terials sectors. Companies in these sectors seem intent on 
not re-visiting sins of the past and expanding their balance 
sheet to lever-up. We are looking for continued tenders 
and potential upgrades within our holdings, which should 
provide some price stability within the portfolio. For our 
investment grade positions, we look to increase exposure to 
Financials.

Overall, we expect rates to edge higher, but we don’t be-
lieve they will break out dramatically. Spreads remain range 
bound. The fundamentals and credit profiles of the portfolio 
remain positive, and we believe BB credits should continue 
to be upgraded. The curve may steepen a bit, but ultimately, 
a repeat of 2016 flattening may occur further along with 
tightening.

We will remain vigilant in our yield curve analysis and see if 
a barbell approach is warranted at some future point.  The 
portfolio was on the green side of returns while most bench-
marks were in the red in 2021, specifically among passive 
strategies.  We have navigated these waters before, and we 
continue to believe that active management can help inves-
tors remain committed to their long-term financial goals.


